










Hi! It’s me, Pena and here are some of my friends.



These are a few of my favorite things.



I can hardly wait until tomorrow to tell you everything that happened to me today.



Being surrounded by all these plants makes this my favorite place in the world.



Sometimes in my dreams I am as big as an apartment building.



Sometimes when the sunset makes the world look so beautiful, I have to stop for a moment to 
admire the beautiful view.



Bunnies are so cute and fluffy that I just want to pet them all day long.



Graffitis can be a form of art and self expression. 



Once we had a picnic under a bridge. Although it was kind of unusual, we had the most amazing 
time.



Even though she might look different, she’s my mother and she loves me to the moon and back.



I’m not sure how we got here but I like it.



Exploring unknown and forgotten places to find rare dinosaur bones.



There are endless possibilities to what awesome things you could do today.



Love is like reading your favorite book in bed while it’s gently raining outside.



Today we are going to bake a delicious strawberry and cream cake.



I like the experience of camping and connecting with nature while spending the night under the 
stars.



Music makes me happy. Listening to vinyls might take some extra effort but the sound is golden.



Reading is a good way to relax. It also trains your brain and gives you knowledge of different 
things.



Have you tried fishing? It’s a cool activity to do by yourself or with someone else.



On sunday mornings, me and my bunny just lay on the living room floor and take it easy.



There are a lot of people in this world and each one of them has an interesting story to tell.



What kind of cool things and hidden secrets do you think there are at the bottom of the ocean?



Everythings looks so small when you’re flying above the clouds.



Coloring things can be therapeutic as well as relaxing and calming.



Ты красивая.



You can find beauty everywhere and in unexpected places.




